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PROFILE
Civil servant in the policy profession with a keen interest
and background in energy. Awarded the BP scholarship
for energy/STEM students, and have an MA Energy (1:1)
and BA Politics (2:1).

MA Energy, European University at St. Petersburg
First class honours / 4.0 GPA equiv. (отлично)
BA Politics, Queen's University Belfast
Upper second class honours / 3.67 GPA equiv.

EXPERIENCE
Policy Advisor

Ofgem Assistant Policy Manager June 2015 - Oct. 2016
Oct. 2016 - Present

Policy advisor at the Department for Business, Energy and

BEIS). My policy areas include

Industrial Strategy (

wholesale electricity markets and GB energy codes (both
gas and electricity).

I developed new policy on often technical areas, helped
scrutinise new regulations, and used my project
management skills to help deliver the administration of a
renewable support scheme (the Non-Domestic RHI). I also
wrote technical guidance, communicated with scheme
participants and industry where special advice was

My work is wide-ranging and involves constant research,
learning, and building of a personal network. The lean
nature of my team, and the wide range of areas we cover
- from Brexit to BSC - means that I need to be flexible as
a worker. This is something that I excel at, given my
background.

needed, and work with the wider team to plan/deliver
communications. Using the Toyota Method, I helped meet
KPIs; in once instance I reduced response time by 500%.
My performance review described me as 'innovative'.

Editorial positions

Sep. 2012 - Present

I have a long history of editorial, research, and copyediting experience. I co-founded an academic journal -

I recently managed industry relations regarding TSO
unbundling, I have written submissions to ministers that
were later raised as an example of how best to
communicate, and I have helped meet wider corporate
goals through setting team objectives and am currently
organising work experience.

The Queen's Political Review - during my undergraduate
degree and worked as a Section Editor; I also worked on
outreach which included giving classes on writing to MBA
and postgraduate students. During my own postgraduate
degree I was the Editor-in-Chief of an energy journal ENERPO. Presently I manage House Rehomed - an interior
design magazine.

CORE COMPETENCIES

CONTACT DETAILS

Energy policy, research, analysis, project planning,
engaging people, setting direction, delivering results.

+44 (0)7947308242

SOME PUBLICATIONS

callum@galloway.green

* Open letter to industry on TSO unbundling
* Various explanatory memoranda
* Technical guidance on additional RHI capacity
* QPR Volumes 1 & 2
* A study on the liquidity of British and Dutch gas hubs

www.galloway.green
London

